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Abstract—One critical challenge of today’s cloud services is
how to provide an effective search service while preserving
user privacy. In this paper, we propose a wildcard-based multikeyword fuzzy search (WMFS) scheme over the encrypted
data, which tolerates keyword misspellings by exploiting the
indecomposable property of primes. Compared with existing
secure fuzzy search schemes, our WMFS scheme has the following
merits: 1) Efﬁciency. It eliminates the requirement of a predeﬁned
dictionary and thus supports updates efﬁciently. 2) High accuracy.
It eliminates the false positive and false negative introduced by
speciﬁc data structures and thus allows the user to retrieve ﬁles
as accurate as possible. 3) Flexibility. It gives the user great
ﬂexibility to specify different search patterns including keyword
and substring matching. Extensive experiments on a real data
set demonstrate the effectiveness and efﬁciency of our scheme.
Index Terms—cloud computing, searchable encryption, fuzzy
search, wildcard.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As cloud computing provides overwhelming beneﬁts to consumers, outsourcing data services is booming. To protect data
security from the cloud service provider (CSP), many research
and techniques have been put forward [1], [2]. Searchable
encryption (SE) [3]–[5] that enables secure searches over the
encrypted data allows the user to retrieve data of interest in
a privacy-preserving way. Compared with exact search, fuzzy
search allows the user to enter keywords with uncertainties or
inconsistencies in their forms, and thus it can greatly improve
the user experience of query services.
Recently, Li et al. [6] proposed a wildcard-based fuzzy search scheme, which exploited the edit distance to quantify
keyword similarity. The main drawback of their scheme is the
requirement of a predeﬁned dictionary that covers possible
keyword misspellings, making update inefﬁcient. Moreover, it
permits only single keyword in a query, requiring many rounds
to support multi-keyword search. Since then, a few works [7]–
[11] have been conducted to improve the search efﬁciency or
to support multi-keyword fuzzy search. However, the research
in this ﬁeld is still in its infancy, and enabling effective fuzzy
search in cloud computing remains a challenging problem.
In this paper, we propose a wildcard-based multi-keyword
fuzzy search (WMFS) scheme, which allows the users to
search on multiple unsure keywords in an effective way. In
our scheme, the user replaces several unsure letters in a
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keyword with symbol  ∗ . For example, the user can issue
query Q = (s ∗ cur ∗ ty) to retrieve appropriate ﬁles if she
is unsure of the second and sixth letters of the keyword “security”. Different from previous wildcard-based fuzzy search
schemes [6]–[8] requiring the predeﬁned dictionary, the main
idea of our WMFS scheme is to represent both the query and
the index as vectors, the elements of which are set to primes
or the reciprocals of primes, ensuring that all reciprocals will
be eliminated only when the query matches the index. For
data privacy, both vectors will be encrypted with the secure
kNN method [12]. Therefore, the level of the match can
be quantiﬁed by judging whether the inner product of two
encrypted vectors is an integer or not.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst construct a basic WMFS scheme to
solve single-keyword fuzzy queries. Then, we extend it to the
multi-keyword setting, where a query supports either keyword
or substring matching. Our proposed WMFS scheme has the
following merits: 1) Efﬁciency. It eliminates the requirement of
a predeﬁned dictionary and thus supports updates efﬁciently.
2) High accuracy. It eliminates the false positive and false
negative introduced by speciﬁc data structures (e.g., Bloom
ﬁlters [13] and locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [14] utilized
in [9], [10]) and thus allows the user to retrieve ﬁles as accurate
as possible. 3) Flexibility. Unlike existing work that is difﬁcult
to achieve keyword and substring matching simultaneously,
our scheme gives the users great ﬂexibility to specify different
search patterns in their queries. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:
•

•

•

To the best of our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst attempt to
devise a secure and effective fuzzy search scheme, which
offers efﬁciency, high accuracy, and ﬂexibility.
The proposed scheme utilizes the indecomposable property of primes to support an efﬁcient multi-keyword fuzzy
search over the encrypted data.
We evaluate our scheme on a real data set. The results
demonstrate that our scheme is efﬁcient and accurate.
II. P RELIMINARIES

A. System Model
Fig. 1 shows our system model consisting of three types of
entities: the cloud service provider (CSP), the data owner, and
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Fig. 1.

System model.

the data user (the user for short). The CSP have rich computing
resources to provide data storage and query services.
Given a collection of ﬁles D and the universal keyword
set W extracted from D, the data owner ﬁrst builds a set of
indexes I and uploads ﬁles and indexes in the encrypted forms,
{C, I }, to the CSP. To retrieve ﬁles matching query Q, the
user ﬁrst requests secret keys SK from the data owner, and
then sends a trapdoor, Q , to the CSP. On receiving the search
request, the CSP will evaluate the trapdoor on the encrypted
indexes and return the search results, CQ , to the user, who will
perform decryption locally to recover ﬁle contents.
B. Adversary Model
The data owner and the user are assumed to be fully trusted.
The CSP is the potential adversary, which is assumed to be
honest but curious. That is, the CSP will always correctly
execute a given protocol, but may try to learn some additional
information about the stored data and the received message.
In terms of the information available to the CSP, we mainly
consider the known background model [10], [12], in which the
CSP is able to know additional background information besides the encrypted database, the submitted trapdoors, and the
returned search results. The background refers to the keyword
frequency and distribution among the ﬁle collection, which
can be used to infer certain keywords and their trapdoors.
While data privacy can be preserved through standard symmetric key encryption (SKE), e.g., AES, our privacy objective
is to protect the search privacy in the following aspects:
• Keyword secrecy. The CSP cannot deduce the contents
of keywords from the encrypted indexes and trapdoors.
• Trapdoor unlinkability. The CSP cannot decide whether
two trapdoors are issued for the same query or not.
C. Secure kNN
Given the index vector I and query vector Q, its i-th
element, respectively, is denoted as I[i] and Q[i]. The secure
kNN scheme [12] tailored for our WMFS scheme mainly
consists of the following algorithms:
• Key(1κ ) → sk : It takes a security parameter κ ∈ N as
input and generates the secret key sk = (M1 , M2 , S), where
M1 , M2 are d × d invertible matrices and S is a bit string of
d bits.
• EncI(I, sk) → I  : It splits the index I into two vectors
{Ia , Ib } as follows: for i = 1 to d, if the i-th bit of S equals to

1, I[i] is randomly split into Ia [i], Ib [i] such that Ia [i]+Ib [i] =
I[i]; if the i-th bit of S equals to 0, both Ia [i] and Ib [i] are
set to I[i]. The encrypted index is a pair I  = (Ia , Ib ) where
(Ia = M1T Ia , Ib = M2T Ib ).
• EncQ(Q, sk) → Q : It chooses a random prime r and
 = rQ for the unlinkability of trapdoors. Then, it splits
sets Q
 into two vectors: Q
 a and Q
 b as follows:
the scaled query Q
 is split
for i = 1 to d, if the i-th bit of S equals to 0, Q[i]
 a [i] and Q
 b [i] such that Q[i]
 = Q
 a [i] + Q
 b [i]; if the
into Q
 a [i] and Q
 b [i] are set to
i-th bit of S equals to 1, both Q

Q[i].
The encrypted query is a pair Q = (Qa , Qb ) where
 a , Q = M −1 Q
 b ).
(Qa = M1−1 Q
2
b
• Search(I  , Q ) → v : It calculates v = I  a ·Qa +I  b ·Qb =
rI T Q as the search result.
III. S CHEME OVERVIEW
A. Notations and Deﬁnitions
The set of all binary strings of length η is denoted as
{0, 1}η and the set of ﬁnite binary strings as {0, 1}∗ . For quick
reference, the most relevant notations are listed below:
• D = {D1 , . . . , Dn }: A collection of n ﬁles.
• C = {C1 , . . . , Cn }: A collection of n ciphertexts, where
Ci is the ciphertext of ﬁle Di for i ∈ [1, n].
• W = {w1 , . . . , wm }: A dictionary of m keywords extracted from D, where |wj | denotes the number of letters
in keyword wj and wj (l) denotes the l-th letter in wj for
1 ≤ j ≤ m and 1 ≤ l ≤ |wj |.
 
 
• A = { a , . . . , z } : An English alphabet consisting of
26 English letters, where A[i] denotes its i−th letter.

• I, I : The index vector and its encrypted version, where
I[i] and I  [i] denote the i−th elements.

• Q, Q : The query vector and the encrypted trapdoor,
where Q[i] and Q [i] denote the i−th elements.
Let symbol  ∗ stand for unsure. There are two types of
keywords: exact keywords and fuzzy keywords, where each
letter in an exact keyword is chosen from A, but a fuzzy
keyword contains symbol  ∗ . The searchable index contains
only exact keywords, but the query may contain fuzzy keywords. The distance between keywords w1 and w2 , denoted
as dist(w1 , w2 ), is determined by their edit distance, which
excludes the number of symbol  ∗ s. Keywords w1 and w2 are
considered similar if their distance is 0.
Matching. Let K denote the number of keywords in query Q.
Q  I if dist(I[i], Q[i]) = 0 for i ∈ [1, K], where I[i] and
Q[i] denote the i−th keyword in I and Q, respectively.
That is, for AND queries, Q  I if all keywords in Q are
similar to corresponding keywords in I.
B. The Deﬁnition of WMFS
A WMFS scheme is a protocol among the data owner, the
user, and the CSP as follows:
• GenKey(1κ ) → SK : The data owner takes the security
parameter κ as the input and outputs the secret keys SK,
which will be sent to the authorized user.
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• BuildIndex(D, W, SK) → I : Given a collection of ﬁles
D and the universal keyword set W, the data owner builds a
set of indexes I with her secret keys SK.
• EncIndex(I, SK) → I : Given a set of indexes I, the
data owner takes the secret keys SK as inputs and outputs the
encrypted indexes I .
• BuildQuery(Q, SK) → Q : Given a query Q consisting
of a set of keywords, the user builds a query vector Q based
on the secret keys SK.
• EncQuery(Q, SK) → Q : To retrieve ﬁles matching
query vector Q, the user generates a trapdoor Q with the
secret keys SK and sends Q to the CSP.
• Search(I , Q ) → CQ : The CSP evaluates the trapdoor

Q on the encrypted indexes I to output the search results CQ .
IV. BASIC WMFS S CHEME
A. Construction
Let L = max(|w1 |, . . . , |wm |) denote the max length of the
keywords. To hide the length of each keyword, we pad wi
with dummy letters such that |wi | = L for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Let KN N = (Key, EncI, EncQ, Search) be a secure
kNN scheme as described in Section II-C, and let SKE =
(Gen, Enc, Dec) be a symmetric-key encryption scheme. Let
F : {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ be a PRF. Our basic WMFS
scheme is constructed as follows:
• GenKey(1κ ) → SK : Given a security parameter κ,
the data owner runs KN N.Key(1κ ) algorithm to generate sk
Then, she randomly chooses L primes P = {p1 , . . . , pL }, L
random strings S = {s1 , . . . , sL }, and a κ-bit string kf . The
secret keys are set as SK = (sk, kf , L, P, S).
• BuildIndex(D, W, SK) → I : To build a searchable
index Ij for keyword wj ∈ W, the data owner ﬁrst constructs
a d−dimensional vector, Ij , where each element is initialized
with 1. For 1 ≤ l ≤ L, she calculates:

Fkf (wj (l)), if l ∈ [1, |wj |]
(1)
posl =
Fkf (S[l − |wj |]), if l ∈ (|wj |, L]
and sets Ij [posl ] = Ij [posl ]/pl . The other elements will be
ﬁlled with random integers. Next, she constructs an m × n
binary matrix E such that:

1 if wj is contained in Di
E[j][i] =
0 otherwise
where E[j][i] is the element in the j-th row and i-th column
of E for j ∈ [1, m] and i ∈ [1, n]. The set of indexes are set
as I = ({Ij |wj ∈ W}, E).
• EncIndex(I, SK) → I : To encrypt the searchable index
Ij , the data owner runs the KN N.EncI(Ij , sk) algorithm and
outputs Ij for each keyword wj ∈ W. To encrypt the binary
matrix E, she runs SKE.Enc(ke , E[j]) and outputs E  [j] for
1 ≤ j ≤ m, where E[j] denotes the bit string at the j-th row of
E. The encrypted indexes are set as I = ({Ij |wj ∈ W}, E  ).
• BuildQuery(Q, SK) → Q : Given a query Q consisting of keyword wj ∈ W, the user ﬁrst constructs a
d−dimensional vector Q, where each element is initialized

to 1. For 1 ≤ l ≤ L, he calculates posl with Eq. 1 and
sets Q[posl ] = Q[posl ] × pl if wj (l) = ∗ ; otherwise, he
calculates posl1 = Fkf ( a ), . . ., posl26 = Fkf ( z  ) and sets
Q[posli ] = Q[posli ] × pl for 1 ≤ i ≤ 26.
• EncQuery(Q, SK) → Q : To generate a trapdoor, the
user runs the KN N.EncQ(sk, Q) algorithm and outputs Q .
• Search(I , Q ) → CQ : For 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the CSP runs
the KN N.Search(Ij , Q ) algorithm to calculate the inner
product of Ij and Q . If the result of Ij · Q is an integer,
the CSP puts E  [j] in CQ .
B. Correctness Analysis
Let U = A∪S denote the union of the English alphabet and
the dummy letters, where U[i] denotes the i-th letter in U. For
ease of illustration, we assume that U[i] corresponds to I[i]
and Q[i]. Our basic WMFS scheme is considered incorrect if
the following cases happen:
Case 1. The result of I · Q is not an integer if query Q
matches index I.
Case 2. The result of I · Q is an integer if query Q
mismatches index I.
For case 1, the result of I · Q not being an integer
means that at least one reciprocal in the index vector cannot
be eliminated. Due to the construction of the BuildIndex
algorithm, I[i] = 1/pj means that U[i] is the j-th letter of
keyword w1 ∈ I. If 1/pj cannot be eliminated, Q[i] will
be set to an integer V that is indivisible by pj . Here, V
may be 1 or the product of the primes in P/pj . Due to the
construction
 of the BuildQuery algorithm, either Q[i] = 1 or
Q[i] = l=j pl means that neither U[i] nor symbol  ∗ appears
in the j-th position of keyword w2 ∈ Q. That is, I  Q, which
contradicts the assumption. Therefore, case 1 is not true.
For case 2, the result of I · Q being an integer means that
all reciprocals in the index vector are eliminated. Given I[i] =
1/pj denoting that U[i] is the j-th letter of keyword w1 ∈ I,
Q[i] needs to be set to pj or an integer V that is divisible
to pj . Due to the construction of the BuildQuery algorithm,
Q[i] = pj means that U[i] is in the j-th position of keyword
w2 ∈ Q and Q[i] = V means that symbol  ∗ is at the j-th
position of keyword w2 ∈ Q. In any case, the index matches
the query, which contradicts the assumption. Therefore, case
2 is not true and our basic WMFS scheme is correct. 
C. Security Analysis
Theorem 1. Our basic WMFS construction is secure under
the known background model.
Before stating our security theorem, we provide a more
formal and concise description of our scheme’s leakage:
• History H = (D, W, Q) where D is a collection of ﬁles
{D1 , . . . , Dn }, W is a set of keywords {w1 , . . . , wm }, and Q
is a sequence of submitted queries (Q1 , . . . , Qk ).
• View V = (C, I , T) is the encrypted form of history under
the secret keys SK. That is, C = {C1 , . . . , Cn } is a set of
ciphertexts (where Ci is the ciphertext of ﬁle Di ∈ D), I =

{I1 , . . . , Im
} is a set of encrypted searchable indexes (where

Ii is built for keyword wi ∈ W), and T = (Q1 . . . , Qk ) is a
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sequence of trapdoors (where Qi is the trapdoor created for
query Qi ∈ Q). The CSP can only see views.
• Trace of history T r(H) = {T r(Q1 ), . . . , T r(Qk )} where
T r(Qi ) = {(Ij , vji )|Ij  Qi , 1 ≤ j ≤ m} and vji , as the
inner product of index vector Ij and query vector Qi , is a
random integer. The trace of a history captures the information
which can be learned by the CSP, i.e., the access pattern and
the search results induced by H.
Proof sketch. Due to the CPA-security of SKE, no PPT
adversary can distinguish between C¯ and C. The indistinguishability of indexes and trapdoors is based on the indistinguishability of KNN and the introduced randomness. The
encrypted indexes I¯ and the trapdoors T̄ generate the same
trace as the one that the CSP has. Therefore, we claim that
no PPT adversary can distinguish V̄ from V. As described
in [19], KNN can resist ciphertext-only attacks (in which the
CSP only knows encrypted databases and trapdoors), but is
vulnerable to linear analyses (in which the CSP can solve
linear equations to recover index vectors with sufﬁcient query
vector and trapdoor pairs). However, a set of random primes
and a PRF are introduced to build vectors in our construction.
Therefore, it is hard for the adversary to obtain plaintext
vectors to initiate chosen-plaintext attacks. For example, if all
primes are randomly chosen from [1, 10000], then the total
number of primes that can be used is l = 1231. Without
knowing P, there are C(l, L) possible ways to construct these
primes. For l = 1231 and L = 30, the adversary needs to guess
about 2199 for brute force attacks. In terms of strength, this
is more powerful than 128-bit symmetric keys. Intuitively, our
scheme encodes keywords to vectors, which can be regarded
as an encapsulation of keywords before KNN encryption.
Hence, the adversary with (keyword, trapdoor) pairs cannot
distinguish the output of the linear analyses from a random
string without knowing the secret keys. 
V. A DVANCED WMFS S CHEME
A. Construction
Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ be a collision-free hash function
and let L denote the max length of keywords. Let I[j] and Q[j]
denote the j−th keyword in index I and query Q, respectively,
where |I[j]| (resp. |Q[j]|) denotes the length of a keyword and
I[j](l) (resp. Q[j](l)) denotes the l−th letter in a keyword.
• GenKey(1κ ) → SK : The data owner sets SK = {sk,
ke , L, P, S} as the basic scheme.
• BuildIndex(D, W, SK) → I : For each ﬁle Di ∈ D
the data owner builds a d-dimensional vector Ii , where each
element is initialized to 1. For Ii [j], she performs as follows.
For l ∈ [1, L], she calculates:

H(j, Ii [j](l)), if l ∈ [1, |Ii [j]|]
posl =
(2)
H(j, S[l − |Ii [j]|]), if l ∈ (|Ii [j]|, L]
and sets Ij [posl ] = Ij [posl ] × pl . Thus, I = {I1 , . . . , In }.
• EncIndex(I, SK) → I : The data owner runs the
KN N.EncI(Ii , sk) algorithm and outputs Ii for each document Di ∈ D. She then sets I = {Ii |Di ∈ D}.

• BuildQuery(Q, SK) → Q : The user ﬁrst constructs
a d−dimensional vector Q, where each element is initialized
with 1. For Q[j], the user performs as follows. For 1 ≤ l ≤ L,
if Q[j](l) = ∗ , he calculates:

H(j, Q[j](l)), if l ∈ [1, |Q[j]|]
posl =
(3)
H(j, S[l − |Q[j]|]), if l ∈ (|Q[j]|, L]
and sets Q[posl ] = Q[posl ] × 1/pl . The other elements will
be ﬁlled with random integers.
• EncQuery(Q, SK) → Q : The user runs the
KN N.EncQ(Q, sk) algorithm to output a trapdoor Q .
• Search(I , Q ) → CQ : For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the CSP runs the
KN N.Search(Ii , Q ) algorithm to calculate the inner product
of Ii and Q . If the output is an integer, it puts Ci in CQ .
Remark 1. The advanced WMFS scheme can support
substring matching if the users never pad their queries to
length L. Therefore, our WMFS scheme gives the user great
ﬂexibility to specify different search patterns in their queries.
Remark 2. In the advanced scheme, if reciprocal 1/pl
located at posl of Q cannot be eliminated, corresponding
element I[posl ] is set to 1. To add more randomness to the
search results, I[posl ] can be set to a random integer that
cannot be decomposed to any prime in P.
B. Correctness Analysis
The advanced WMFS scheme is considered incorrect if
either case 1 or case 2 deﬁned in Section IV-B happens. For
case 1, the result of I·Q not being an integer means that at least
one reciprocal in the query vector Q cannot be eliminated.
Suppose that the reciprocal 1/pl located at posl of Q cannot
be eliminated, i.e., corresponding element I[posl ] is set to 1.
Due to the construction of the BuildIndex and BuildQuery
algorithms, the l−th letter of the j−th keyword in the index
is different from that in the query, we have Q  I and it
contradicts the assumption. Therefore, case 1 will not happen.
For case 2, the result of I · Q being an integer means
that all reciprocals in the query vector Q are eliminated.
Suppose that Q[j](l) is dissimilar to I[j](l). According to the
construction of the BuildIndex and BuildQuery algorithms,
posl = H(j, Q[j](l)) in Q is set 1/pl and posl = H(j, I[j](l))
in I is set to pl . However, due to the collision-free property of
the hash function H, the probability of mapping two different
inputs to the same location is very low. Therefore, case 2 will
not happen and our advanced scheme is correct. 
C. Security Analysis
Theorem 2. Our advanced WMFS scheme is secure under the
known background model.
The deﬁnitions of history, views, and traces are the same
as those in the basic scheme. The security of our advanced
scheme can also be proven in a simulation-based approach.
Since the search result on Ī with trapdoor Q̄ generates the
same trace as the one that the CSP has, we claim that no
PPT adversary can distinguish V̄ from V. Similarly, the PPT
adversary cannot distinguish the output of the linear analysis
from a random string without knowing the primes. 
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Fig. 2. The execution time (ms). (a) The performance of our basic scheme
while the number of keywords m ranges from 500 to 3500; (b) The time of
our advanced scheme for building a set of indexes for n = [500, 3500] ﬁles.

VI. E VALUATION
We will compare the performance of our WMFS scheme
with the multi-keyword fuzzy search (MFS) scheme proposed
in [10] in terms of the execution time and the result accuracy.
√ The MFS scheme utilizes Bloom ﬁlters and a 2-stable
( 3, 2, p1 , p2 )-LSH family to build indexes, where the size
of vectors is set to d = 8000 and l = 30 hash functions are
employed to support 1 edit distance difference.
A. Parameter Setting
Experiments are conducted on a local machine running the
Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate operating system with an Intel
Core i5 CPU running at 2.6GHz and 8GB memory. The programs are implemented in Java, compiled using Eclipse 4.3.2.
We apply HMAC-SHA1 as the collision-free hash function
and employ the block cipher (AES) for ﬁle encryption.
We conduct a performance evaluation on the recent 10
years’ IEEE INFOCOM publication, which includes more than
3600 ﬁles. The number of ﬁles is set to n = [500, 3500]. For
each ﬁle, we extract N = [5, 20] keywords to build its index,
where the maximal length of keyword L is set to [20, 30]. The
universal keyword set contains m = [500, 3500] keywords.
In advanced scheme, each user will query with K = [2, 25]
keywords, where each query contains F = [2, 5] symbol  ∗ s.
To generate a fuzzy keyword in a query, we randomly choose
one letter from a keyword and replace it with symbol  ∗ . The
size of vectors is set to d = 128 and d = [128, 300, 600] in
the basic and advanced WMFS scheme, respectively.

6
8
K
(a) Precision

10

0.4
2

4

6
8
K
(b) Recall

10

Fig. 4.
The accuracy of our advanced WMFS scheme. The number of
keywords in a query K ranges from 2 to 10.

operations and the size of vector is much smaller, making it
more efﬁcient in general.
2) Accuracy. As the work in [10], the accuracy of our
scheme is measured by the deﬁnitions of the widely used
performance metrics: precision and recall. Let tp denote true
positive, fp as false positive, and fn as false negative. Here, tp
is I  Q and the result of I · Q is an integer, fp is I  Q but
the result of I ·Q is an integer, and fn is I  Q, but the result
of I · Q is not an integer. The precision can be calculated with
tp /(tp +fp ) and the recall can be calculated with tp /(tp +fn ).
The division operation may result in a loss of precision. To
determine if a value is an integer or not, we round up after the
x−th decimal point. When x = 7 ,the basic scheme to have
the highest accuracy. The reason is that a large part fractional
numbers, e.g., 3.000459, will be determined as integers if x is
a small value, making a higher false positive. When x is a large
value, a lot of values, e.g., 3.000000007, will be determined as
fractional numbers, making the false negative relatively higher.
Furthermore, F has a great impact on fp when x is a small
value, and on fn as x increases.
With the ﬁxed x = 7, we then evaluate the accuracy of our
advanced scheme under the different settings of F and d. From
the experiment results, we know that d plays an important
role on the accuracy. The collision rate of the hash function is
relatively higher when the size of vectors d = 128. Therefore,
in Fig. 4, the accuracy of our scheme is worse than the MFS
scheme under d = 128. However, while d increases to 300,
either our precision or recall is better than their scheme.
VII. R ELATED W ORK

B. Experiment Results
1) Efﬁciency. Fig. 2-(a) shows the execution time of the
basic WMFS scheme, while m ranges from 500 to 3500 under
the setting of L = 30 and L = 20 results in the similar
trend. Fig. 2-(b) shows the execution time of the advanced
BuildIndex algorithm, while n ranges from 500 to 3500
under the setting of N = 20. Fig. 3 shows the comparison
results between our advanced scheme and the MFS scheme.
For Figs. 3-(b)∼(d), we ﬁx with N = 10 and L = 30. The
MFS scheme requires the computation of multiple LSHs to
map elements to a Bloom ﬁlter of d = 8000 elements. Our
advanced scheme requires only the multiplication and hash
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The ﬁrst SE scheme where both queries and data were
encrypted under a symmetric key was proposed by Song et
al. [15]. The main drawback of their scheme was that the
search cost grew linearly with the database. To improve the
query efﬁciency, Goh [3] developed a secure searchable index
scheme based on Bloom ﬁlters. As a seminal work in SE,
Curtmola et al. [5] provided a rigorous security deﬁnition and
constructed schemes based on an inverted index. Recently,
Kurosawa et al. [21] constructed veriﬁable SE schemes, in
which a user could detect any cheating behavior from malicious servers. As an attempt to enrich search predicates,
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Fig. 3. The comparison of execution time (ms). (a) The time for building a single index, each containing N keywords; (b) The time for encryption n
indexes; (c) The time for searching n ﬁles with ﬁxed query keywords K = 20; (d) The time for searching K keywords with the ﬁxed ﬁle size n = 1000.

searchable encryption schemes that support conjunctive keyword search [4], subset query [16], and range query [17],
have also been proposed. In an attempt to optimize the search
results, ranked SE schemes [18] have also been proposed to
allow users to retrieve the best-matched ﬁles. However, all of
these works only supported exact keyword search.
To improve search experiences, Li et al. [6] proposed the
ﬁrst wildcard-based fuzzy search scheme, which tolerated
keyword misspellings in the query. However, their scheme
required a predeﬁned dictionary and supported only singlekeyword searches. Since then, a few works have been conducted in this ﬁeld. For example, Chuah et al [7] proposed a
bedtree-based fuzzy search scheme to enable efﬁcient updates.
Liu et al. [8] improved the scheme by reducing the index
size. In [9], LSH functions were used to generate ﬁle index.
Inspired by their work, Wang et al. [10] proposed a multikeyword fuzzy search scheme which supported the constant
size indexes. However, the combined effect of false positives
(introduced by Bloom ﬁlters) and false negatives (introduced
by LSH) seriously impacted the accuracy. Boldyreva et al. [20]
improved the security of existing fuzzy search schemes based
on closeness graphs. To enrich the search patterns, Wang et
al. [11] proposed a scheme for a generalized pattern-matching
string-search. All of the aforementioned fuzzy search schemes
have only partially addressed our design goals.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a WMFS scheme to achieve
secure and effective search services in cloud computing. The
proposed scheme supports an efﬁcient multi-keyword fuzzy
search over the encrypted data by exploiting the indecomposable property of primes. Experiment results demonstrate that
our scheme is efﬁcient and accurate. However, our scheme
requires an order among the keywords in the multi-keyword
setting. Therefore, as part of our future work, we will try to
design an improved scheme supporting unordered matching.
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